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Abstract 
J. Honkala, On DOL systems with immigration, Theoretical Computer Science 120 (1993) 229-245. 
We study DOL systems with immigration. We show that sequence and growth equivalence are 
decidable. We establish regularity and decidability results concerning degrees of ambiguity. As 
a consequence of results about subword complexity, we show that regularity and w-regularity are 
decidable for languages generated by growing systems. 
1. Introduction 
L systems were introduced by A. Lindenmayer in 1968 as models of biological 
development. The most striking new feature of L systems from the point of view of 
formal language theory is parallelism in the rewriting process. The sequences and 
languages generated by L systems have been studied intensively, see e.g. [21,22]. 
Mathematically, the theory of L systems constitutes a very significant part of the free 
monoid theory. 
In this paper we study L systems with immigration. This new class of L systems was 
introduced by Honkala and Salomaa [lS]. Biologically, these systems model growth 
in a situation where immigration might also occur, see [25]. Mathematically, these 
systems constitute a very natural generalization of L systems. In what follows, we 
mostly discuss DOL systems with the immigration mechanism. By definition, a DOL 
system with immigration, abbreviated to ImDOL system, is a triple G = (C, h, B), where 
C is an alphabet, h : Z* +C* is a morphism and B is a finite nonempty subset of C*. 
The language generated by the ImDOL system G = (C, h, B) is defined by 
L(G)=(b,h(b,)h’(b,) ... h”(b,)) n>Oy biGB}. 
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Analogously, the o-language generated by G is defined by 
The definitions of other classes of L systems can be generalized in a similar manner. 
An outline of the contents of the paper follows. Section 2 contains the basic 
definitions. In Section 3 the decidability of ImDOL sequence and growth equivalence 
problems are shown. In Section 4 the ambiguities generated by ImDOL systems are 
discussed. It has been shown [15, 131 that the basic sets describing ambiguity are 
effectively regular if attention is restricted to growing ImDOL systems. An ImDOL 
system G =(C, h, B) is called growing if, for each kB and positive integer s, there 
exists an integer n such that the length of h”(b) is at least s. In Section 4 the degrees of 
ambiguities of ImDOL systems are defined and related regularity and decision prob- 
lems studied. In Section 5 subword complexities of ImDOL languages are investigated. 
The main result states that the number of subwords of length k is bounded by 2cJ” in 
the case of a language generated by a growing system. (Here c is a constant.) This 
result is used in Section 6 to prove that it is decidable whether or not the language 
L(G) (resp. the o-language L,(G)) generated by a growing ImDOL system G is regular 
(resp. o-regular). 
The study of ImDOL systems is closely connected with the study of L codes defined 
by Maurer, Salomaa and Wood [lS] and studied, e.g., in [S, 19, 163. Maurer et al. also 
pointed out the interconnection of unary ImDOL systems with number systems. By 
definition, an ImDOL system G=(C, h, B) is unary if there exists a word WEC* such 
that h(C)sw*. 
2. Definitions 
If C is a finite alphabet, the free monoid (resp. free semigroup) generated by Z is 
denoted by C* (resp. C’). The length of a word WEC* is denoted by (WI. The length of 
the empty word h is zero. The nonempty word WEZ* is primitive if there do not exist an 
integer k 2 2 and a word EC* such that w = vk. A morphism h : Z* +A* is specified by 
the images of the letters of Z. The morphism h is nonerasing if the empty word is not 
the image of any letter. If h: C*+C* is a morphism, a letter 0e.Z is termed h-growing 
(resp. h-bounded) if the length sequence Ih”(o)l is unbounded (resp. bounded). 
Let C be a finite alphabet. Afinite deterministic automaton d =(Q, 6, qo, F) over .E is 
specified by the finite set Q of the states of d, the initial state qoEQ, the set F G Q of 
final states and the partial function 6 : Q x C+Q. If 6(q, a) is defined and equals q’, we 
denote qa = 4’. If qioi = qi + 1 for 1 di<n (qiEQ, OiEC), we denote 
and call the sequence 
~=(ql, 01, q2m2, C2? 4 ... bItI, fJ”T 4n+d 
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a path in &from q1 to qn+l. The word ~~~~ . . .gn is called the label of z. The path z is 
successful if q1 is the initial state and qn ,. 1 a final state. The path z is called a simple 
cycle if q1 =qn+l and q1 #qj if 2Qj<n. The state qEQ is accessible if there exists 
a word UEC* such that qou = q. The state q is coaccessible if there exists a word u’ such 
that qu’ is a final state. 
A set L E Z* is regular if there exists a finite deterministic automaton d such that 
L is the set of the labels of the successful paths of d. 
Let C be a finite alphabet. An w-word a over Z is a sequence CI : N -2. The w-word 
a is written in the form 
The set of all o-words over C is denoted by C”. If EC+, the o-word v” is defined by 
VW = vvv . . . By definition, the w-word w is ultimately periodic if there exist words 
u, VEZ* such that w=uvw. 
There are various ways to define the o-regular sets. We prefer the deterministic 
devices called Muller automata. A Muller automaton over C is a quadruple 
& = (Q, 6, qo, 9). Here Q is the finite state set, qoEQ is the initial state, 6 : Q x C-+Q is 
a partial function and 9 is a collection of subsets of Q. A sequence 
z=((qi, Oi, 4i+l))i>l is an w-path in & if qiOi=qi+ 1 holds for i 2 1. The o-word 
010’2 . . . is the label of z. The o-path z is successful if q1 is the initial state and the set of 
the states that are reached infinitely many times belongs to 9. By definition, a set 
L E C” is o-regular if there exists a Muller automaton &’ over Z such that L is the set 
of the labels of the successful paths of &‘. 
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the basics of the mathematical theory 
of (deterministic) L systems. For completeness, we recall the following notions and 
results. 
A DOL system is a triple G=(C, h, w). Here C is a finite alphabet, h: C*-+C* is 
a morphism and WEC* a word. G generates the sequence (h”(w)),,, and the language 
L(G)={h”(w)(n>O}. 
Two DOL systems G1 =(CI, hI, wl) and G2 =(Z2, h2, w2) are sequence equivalent if 
hl(wi)=hl(wz) 
holds for every n>O. G1 and G2 are language equivalent if L(G,)=L(G,). The 
sequence equivalence and language equivalence problems are decidable for DOL 
systems (see [21]). Given a DOL system G, it is decidable whether or not L(G) is 
regular (see [24]). 
Let C be a finite alphabet. A word u is a subword of EC* if there are words 
ul, u2 EC* such that v=uluu2. For a word KC* and a positive integer k, subkv is the 
set of the subwords of v of length k. If LGZ*, denote 
subkL= u sub,v. 
VPL 
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If G = (C, h, w) is a DOL system, there exists a constant c such that 
card(sub&(G)) < ck2 
(see [S, 211). Here card(A) stands for the cardinality of the set A. 
Suppose now that G = (C, h, a) is a DOL system with aeZ. Assume, furthermore, that 
&)=a~, where UEZ+ is a nonempty word. Then G generates the o-word 
auh(u)h2(u) . .. h”(u) .*. 
It is decidable whether or not the w-word generated by a given DOL system is 
ultimately periodic [7, 201. This decision problem is known as the DOL periodicity 
problem. It is clearly equivalent o asking, given a morphism h : C*+C* and a word 
t&SC+, whether or not the w-word 
uh(u)h2(u)...h”(u)... 
is ultimately periodic. 
In what follows, we need a result from the theory of HDTOL languages. By 
definition, a DTOL system is a triple G = (Z, H, w), where H is a finite nonempty set of 
morphisms and, for every ~EH, (C, h, w) is a DOL system. The language L(G) gener- 
ated by G is defined by 
L(G)=(x~Z*jx=h, . . . &(w), where k20 and hi, . . . , ~,EH). 
A language LEA* is a HDTOL language if there exist a DTOL system G =(C, H, w) 
and a morphism g : C* + A* such that 
L=@(G)). 
Suppose now that C is a finite alphabet and LS Z*. Two morphisms 
g,,g,:C*+C*agreeonaword w~Z*ifg,(w)=g~(w).Afiniteset L’~Lisa testset of 
L for morphic equivalence if any two morphisms which agree on every word of L 
agree on every word of L. By a result of Culik II and Karhumaki [3], each HDTOL 
language effectively has a test set. 
We now define the new class of L systems to be studied in this paper. 
Definition 2.1. A DOL system with immigration (shortly, ImDOL system) is a triple 
(C, h, B), where C is a finite alphabet, h : C* -SC* is a morphism and B is a finite subset 
of Z*. If G=(C, h, B) is an ImDOL system, its language L(G) is defined by 
L(G)= {b,h(b,) . . . h”(b,) 1 n>O, biSB}. 
Analogously, the o-language L,(G) is defined by 
L,(G)={b,h(b,) ... h”(b,) ..*I b,EB}. 
Formally, an ImDOL system G is a DOL system with a finite axiom set. However, 
the definition of the language L(G) is entirely different. Intuitively, the words of 
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B describe the various possibilities of immigration to the population and the words of 
L(G) describe the various developmental stages of the immigrants. Mathematically 
ImDOL languages constitute a very natural generalization of DOL languages. 
There is a close connection between DOL systems and ImDOL systems with 
a one-element set B. 
Lemma 2.2. (i) Suppose G=(C, h, B) is an ImDOL system with B= {b}, bEZ*. Choose 
a letter x$C. Then there exists a DOL system G’ =(Cu (x}, g, xb) such that 
xL(G)=L(G’). 
(ii) Suppose G = (C, h, a) is a DOL system such that h(u) = au (a~& ue:C*). Dejine the 
ImDOL system G’ by G’=(C, h, {u}). Then L(G)=aL(G’)u{a). 
Proof. (i) To define g, extend h by g(x) = xb. (ii) The claim follows immediately. 17 
There are many ways to modify the definition of an ImDOL system. For example, an 
ImDOL system with an initial word is a quadruple G = (C, h, w, B), where (C, h, B) is an 
ImDOL system and WEE*. Intuitively, the word w describes the initial state of the 
population. The language L(G) is now defined by 
L(G)={boh(b,) ... h”-‘(b,_l)h”(w)In>O, biEB}. 
The class of DOL languages is properly included in the class of languages generated by 
ImDOL systems with an initial word. To avoid unessential notational complications, 
we discuss below ImDOL systems without an initial word. 
The most important class of ImDOL systems from our point of view is defined 
below. 
Definition 2.3. An ImDOL system G=(C, h, B) is growing if each word of B contains 
an h-growing letter. 
The simplest class of ImDOL systems consists of the unary ones. An ImDOL system 
G = (C, h, B) is unary if there exists a word WEZ* such that h(Z) c w*. 
The close connection between unary ImDOL systems and number systems was 
pointed out by Maurer et al. [18]. By a number system we mean a (u+ l)- 
tuple N=(n, ml, . . . , m,) of nonnegative integers such that a> 1, n 2 2 and 
m, < mz < ... cm,. The number n is referred to as the base and the numbers mi as the 
digits of the number system N. A nonempty word 
mi,mi,_, ..’ mi,mi,, 1 <ij<U (1) 
over the alphabet {mi, . . . , m,} is said to represent the integer 
miknk+mi,_,nk-‘+...+mi,n+mi,. (2) 
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The word (1) is then said to be a representation of the integer (2). The set of all 
represented integers is denoted by S(N). Now, suppose G = (C, h, B) is a unary ImDOL 
system with h(w) = w” (n 2 2) and h(b) = wilb) for every &B. Denote by N the number 
system with base n and digits i(b), DEB. Then 
In the sequel we need the following result, due essentially to Culik II and Salomaa 
[4] (see also [9]). By definition, a set A of nonnegative integers is k-recognizable if the 
set of the representations of the elements of A written at base k is a regular set [6]. 
(Here k 2 2 is an integer.) 
Lemma 2.4. 1fN=(n, ml, . . . . m,) is a number system, the set S(N) is n-recognizable. 
For further results on number systems, i.e. on unary ImDOL systems, see 
[4,9,10,12,14,18]. 
Other types of L systems with immigration can be defined in a similar manner. For 
example, an ImDTOL system is a triple G = (C, H, B), where H is a finite nonempty set 
of morphisms and B s C* is a finite set. The language L(G) is defined by 
L(G)=(bohl(bl)hlh,(b,) . . . hl . . . h,(b,)InaO, biEB, hjEH}. 
Note that L(G) is not the same language as L’(G), defined by 
L’(G)={bohll(bl)h21h~~(b2)...h,lh,z...h,,(b,)In~O, bieB, hjkEH)* 
In connection with ImL languages, it is also very natural to introduce various 
restrictions on the rewriting process. 
In what follows, all morphisms are supposed to be nonerasing unless explicitly 
stated otherwise. If h: C*+Z* is a morphism and wi, . . . , w,EG*, we denote 
K(w1; wz; . . . . w,,,)=h(wI)hZ(w2) . . . h”‘(w,). 
If, furthermore, n is a nonnegative integer, we denote 
iP(wl; W2’ * w,)=h”6(wI; wZ; . . . . w,)=h”+1(wl)h”+2(w2) . . .h”+m(wm). > .. . . 
3. Decidability of sequence and growth equivalences 
Suppose G=(C, h, B) is an ImDOL system such that B= {b,, . . . , b,}, where n>, 1. 
Regardthesetn={l,..., n} as an alphabet. By definition, the sequence S(G) of G is the 
mapping 
S(G):n+-+C* 
defined by 
S(G)(ioiI . . . i,)= bi,h(bi,)h2(bi,) . .. h”(bi,) 
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(ijen). (Whenever we discuss the sequence of an ImDOL system G = (Z, h, B), we tacitly 
assume that an ordering of B is given.) The ImDOL systems G1 =(X1, hl, B,) and 
G2 =(ZX, hZ, B,) are sequence quivalent if S(G,)=S(G,). If G1 and Gz are sequence 
equivalent, necessarily B, =B,. The systems are growth equivalent if 
for every Ann+. (H ere n=card(B,)=card(B,).) 
Lemma 3.1. _Y(ImDOL) s 9(HDTOL). 
Proof. Suppose L = L(G), where G=(C, h, B) is an ImDOL system. Choose letters 
x and y such that x, y#C. For each DEB, define the morphism 
hb(x) = xb, h,(y)=k h,(a) = h(o), o&T. 
Clearly, the DTOL system G’= (C u {x, y}, {hb I bcB}, xy) generates the language 
{xy}uxL. Defineg:(Cu{x,y})*+C* byg(x)=h,g(y)=b andg(o)=aifoeC. (Here 
b is an arbitrary element of B.) Obviously, 
L=g(L(G’)). 0 
Theorem 3.2. Each ImDOL language efictively has a test set for morphic equivalence. 
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 3.1 because ach HDTOL language ffectively 
has a test set (see [3]). q 
Corollary 3.3. Given two ImDOL systems G1 =(Z1, hI, B,) and G2 =(C2, h2, B,), it is 
decidable whether or not G1 and G2 are sequence (resp. growth) equivalent. 
Proof. G1 and G2 are sequence-equivalent if and only if hI and h2 agree on every word 
of the test set of L(G,) and B1 =B2. 
Also the decidability of growth equivalence follows easily from Theorem 3.2. 
However, a very much faster algorithm is obtained as follows. 
Choose a letter x$Cr UC, and denote G; =(C, u {xl, {hIb 1 bEB,}, x). Here G; is 
a DTOL system and h,, is defined by hlb(x)=xb, hlb(o)= h,(o), cr~C,, bEB1. The 
DTOL system G’, =(Z, u{x}, (h26 (bEB,}, ) x is defined similarly. Now the claim 
follows by a reduction to the growth equivalence problem for DTOL systems (see 
WI). 0 
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The reader should bear in mind that many of our decidability proofs are short only 
because strong results from previous literature are used. 
With notational changes, the results of this section can be generalized to ImDTOL 
systems and sequences. Theorem 3.2 can be considerably strengthened (see [3]). 
The decidability status of the o-sequence (see [2]) and language equivalence 
problems for ImDOL systems are open. It is known, however, that if G1 and Gz are 
unary ImDOL systems, then it is decidable whether or not L(G,)=L(G,). This follows 
because, given a k,-recognizable set Ai and a k,-recognizable set A, (k,, kz>2, 
integers), it is decidable whether or not Ai =AZ (see [12]). Note that structural (or 
strong) equivalence in the theory of context-free grammars is the counterpart of 
sequence quivalence in the theory of ImDOL systems. Similarly, (weak) equivalence is 
the counterpart of language equivalence (see [23]). 
4. Ambiguity 
For earlier results concerning ambiguities generated by ImDOL systems, see 
[4,8,9,11,13,15,18]. In this section we define the degrees of ambiguity for ImDOL 
systems and establish regularity and decidability results concerning growing ImDOL 
systems. First, we recall an earlier result of Honkala and Salomaa [15]. 
If B c Z+ is a finite nonempty set, we denote 5 = { (6) 1 DEB} and regard h as an 
alphabet with card(B) letters. As a notational simplification, we write b for(b). Hence, 
the word (bl)(b2) . . . (b,) is written simply as blb2 . . . b,. This should not lead to 
confusion. 
Definition 4.1. Suppose h : C*+C* is a morphism and BG C+. Denote 
A = B x B u B x { 1). The language PAIRS(h, B) over the alphabet A is defined by 
/i(b,; b,; . . . . b,; bm+l; . . . . b,+.)=l?(b;; b’,; . . . . b’,); 
The language AMB(h, B) over the alphabet B is defined by 
AMB(h, B)={blb2 . . . b, 1 there exist ma 1 and b’,, b;, . . . , bk~B such that 
lqb,; 6,; . . . . b,)=K(b;; b;; . . . . bk) and 
(b,, bz, . . . , b,)#(b;, b;, . . . , bk); bl, bz, . . . , b,d, n> 11. 
The following result was established in [15], and in more detail in [13]. 
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that G=(C, h, B) is a growing ImDOL system. Then the lan- 
guages PAIRS(h, B) and AMB(h, B) are efSectively regular. 
Theorem 4.2 gives a method to decide whether or not a given morphism h: C*+C* 
is an L code provided that each letter of C is h-growing. By the definition of Maurer et 
al. [18], the morphism h:C*-+C * is an L code if AMB(h, C) is empty. References 
[15, 131 contain stronger decidability results. They also discuss the regularity of the 
ambiguity sets for nongrowing ImDOL systems. 
In the rest of this section we suppose that the reader is familiar with the basic facts 
concerning formal power series (see [l, 261). 
Definition 4.3. Suppose G = (C, h, B) is an ImDOL system with BE C +, Then the series 
r*(G) over 5 with coefficients in k! is defined by 
r*(G)= 1 @A(G),++ 
WEII+ 
where (r*(G), b, . . . b,) equals the number of words b; . . . bk over B such that 
@b;; . . . . b;)=K(b,; . . . . b,). The degree of a word w over B equals (IA(G), w). The 
degree ofambiguity of G is co if rA(G) has arbitrarily large coefficients. Otherwise, the 
degree of G equals the greatest coefficient of r*(G). 
Theorem 4.4. If G =(C, h, B) is a growing ImDOL system, then r*(G) is an N-rational 
power series. 
Proof. Define the language RPAIRS(h, B) as follows: 
(b,, b;) . . . (b,, b;)(h, b&+1) 1.. (A, bh+&RPAIRS(h, B) 
if and only if n > 1 and 
(b;, b,) . . . (b;, b,)(b;+ 1, h) . . . (b:,.., h)EPAIRS(h, B). (3) 
By Theorem 4.2, the language L= PAIRS(h, B)u RPAIRS(h, B) is regular over the 
alphabet B x Bu B x (h) u {h} x B. Therefore, the characteristic series of L is N- 
rational. Now define the morphism 
y:(BxBuBx(h)u(h}xB)*-t~* 
y((b, W)=b, y((b, V) = b, Y((& b)) = A. 
Clearly, 
r*(G) = y(char(L)). 
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Therefore, the claim follows by the closure properties of Urational series. Here we 
utilize the existence of a constant no such that in (3) n is at most no. The existence of no 
follows easily from the regularity of PAIRS&, B). 0 
The basic results about degrees of ambiguity now follow easily. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose G = (C, h, B) is a growing ImDOL system. The degree of ambi- 
guity of G can be computed efectively. For each j, the set 
{WEB+ (the degree of w is j} 
is regular. 
Proof. The degree of G is infinite if and only if the set of coefficients of r*(G) is infinite. 
This condition is decidable by a theorem of Jacob (see [17, 11). If the set of coefficients 
is finite, it can be found out effectively. 
The second claim follows by Corollary 5S(ii) of [26]. 0 
5. Subword complexity 
Denote G=(C, h, C), where h: C*-+C* is the identity morphism. Then L(G)=Z+. 
Therefore, to obtain nontrivial upper bounds for the subword complexity of ImDOL 
languages, it is necessary to restrict the class of ImDOL systems under consideration. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose G=(C, h, B) is a growing ImDOL system. Then there exists 
a constant c such that 
card(sub,L(G))<2”r. 
Proof. If WEB u (bh(b’) ( b, b’EB}, denote G, =(C, h, w). Each G, is a DOL system. 
Therefore, there exists a constant co such that 
card(subkL(G,,,))<cok2 
holds for all w~Bu(bh(b’) 1 b, b’EB}. 
Next, choose a positive integer m such that 1 h”(a)1 32 if cr~C is a growing letter. 
Because each be B contains a growing letter, 1 h”‘(b) 12 2 holds for every bEB. It is easy 
to see that 
(4) 
if n>l and bEB. 
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Now define the set L’(j) by 
L’(j)={wd+ 1 w is a subword of @(b&b,) . . . h’(bj)) 
for some i>O and boy ..+) bjEB}> j>O 
and the set L(j) by 
L(j)=L’(j)-L’(j-l), j>l. 
NOW fix j>2 and k>l. Suppose vEL(j) and Jvl=k. Assume that v is a subword of 
h’(b,h(b,) . . . hj(bj)), where i20 and b,,, . . . , bjeB. By (4), 
Ih(b,)...hj-‘(bj_,)laj(j-1)(2m)-’. 
Because j( j- 1)(2m)-’ <k, there is a constant c1 such that j<cl&. Furthermore, 
necessarily i < mk. Otherwise, v would be a subword of hi+ ’ (b, h(b,) . . . hj- ’ (bj)) or 
a subword of h’(b,h(b,)... h’-‘(bj-1)). In both cases v would belong to L’(j-l), 
which is not true. 
Now suppose that j> 2, i 20 and b,,, . . . , bjEB. Then 
card(sub,h’(b,h(b,) .. . h’(bj))nL( j))<k. 
This follows by considering the occurrence of hif’(bl) in such subwords. 
Because 
(5) 
subk L(G) c u sub, L(G,) u ,,ju,, {vIvEL(j) and lvl=kl, 
. . 
we have 
c*Jk 
card(subkL(G))<2c,,k2(card(B))2 + c mk2(card(B))j+‘. 
j=2 
This implies the claim. 0 
Example 5.2. We give a nontrivial example of a nongrowing ImDOL system. 
Denote C={a,,...,u,+i } (na2) and define the morphism h:Z*+C* by 
h(ai)=a,2,1 if l<i<n-1, 
h(4=a,+,, &,+,)=a,. 
Now G=(Z, h, C) is a nongrowing ImDOL system. Furthermore, there are at least 2k 
words in L(G) of length k for any k> 1. Therefore, 
card(sub,L(G)) 3 2k. 
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Example 5.3. Denote Z={a, al, . . . , a,} and define h:C*+Z* by h(a)=a, h(ai)=aia, 
1 d i < n. Denote G = (C, h, C - {u}). Then 
L(G)={ai,,Ui,aai,a’ ~~~u~~um~u~j~{u~~~~~~~~}~~~O}~ 
Choose a positive integer s and denote k=$s(s + 1). Certainly, 
card(subJ(G))> n”> nJT;. 
This shows that the upper bound given in Theorem 5.1 is optimal, 
Suppose h : C*+C* is a morphism. The letter a& is called h-pumping if there exist 
a positive integer m and words u, EC* containing only h-bounded letters such that 
P’(a)=uau and the word uv is nonempty. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose G = (C, h, B) is a growing ImDOL system such that no letter of 
C is h-pumping. Then there exist constants c and d such that 
card(sub&(G)) < ckd. 
Proof. Define the DOL systems G, and choose co exactly as in the proof of Theorem 
5.1. Next, choose a positive integer m such that h’“(a) contains at least two growing 
letters if aEC is a growing letter. It is easy to see that 
(h”(b)(>2’““-‘1 (6) 
if n > 1 and DEB. Here [nm-‘1 is the integral part of nm-‘. Now define the sets L’(j) 
and L(j) exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose then that j>2, k 22 and 
ueL( j), where 1 u( = k. Assume that u is a subword of h’(b,h(b,) . . . hj(bj)), where i > 0 
and bo,..., bjEB. By (6), 
Ih(b,) ... h’-‘(bj-I)] >2’(j-1)m-‘1. 
Because 2(j-l)m-1-1 <k, there is a constant c1 such that j<cl log(k). As before, 
necessarily i < mk and (5) holds. Because 
sub&G) s u sub&G,) u z~j<~,OgC~j W=W) and M=kL 
we have 
[cl lwW1 
card(subkL(G))Q2cok2(card(B))2+ 1 mk2(card(B))‘+‘. 
j=2 
This implies the claim. 0 
Example55 Denote C={a,u,,...,a,} anddefine h:C*+C* by h(a)=a’, h(Ui)=Ui. 
Denote B= (aai 11 <i< s} and define G=(Z, h, B). Clearly, G is a growing ImDOL 
system and no letter of C is h-pumping. If bo, bl, . . . , b,EB, the length of 
b,h(b,) . . . h”(b,) does not exceed 2”+2. Therefore, there are at least s”+’ different 
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subwords of the words of L(G) of length 2n+2. This shows that the polynomial 
bound given in Theorem 5.4 is optimal in the sense that no bound can be given for the 
degree d. 
The subword complexity of ImDOL languages is largely due to the prefixes. More 
specifically, if k 2 1 and m 2 0 are integers and L E C * is a language, define 
sub,, m L = sub, { w 1 W’WEL for some w’ of length m}. 
Then it is easy to show that the quadratic bound for subword complexity of DOL 
languages implies the following. 
Theorem 5.6. Suppose G=(C, h, B) is a growing ImDOL system. Then there exist 
a recursive function f (k) and a constant c such that 
card(sub,, -(,,L(G))<ck2. 
6. Decidability of regularity 
Theorem 6.1. Given a growing ImDOL system G=(Z, h, B), it is decidable whether or 
not L(G) is regular. 
Proof. Suppose first that L = L(G) is regular, where G = (C, h, B) is a growing ImDOL 
system. Furthermore, suppose L= L(d), where d is a finite deterministic automaton 
each state of which is accessible and coaccessible. Now suppose that 4 is a state of 
d such that there exist two simple cycles from 4 to q, labelled by, say, u and v, 
respectively (u, v nonempty). Because q is accessible and coaccessible, there exist 
wlr w2eC* such that 
If uv and vu were not equal, the language L would have at least 2k subwords of length 
k) uv 1 for every integer k 2 1. Because this contradicts Theorem 5.1, necessarily uv = VU. 
Because u and v label simple cycles from q to q in a deterministic automaton, this 
implies u = u. 
Now fix a final state q such that there exists a nontrivial cycle from q to q labelled by 
ui and that there are no other paths beginning from q. (We suppose that u~EZ* is 
a primitive word and i> 1.) Denote the initial state of &’ by q. and choose an integer 
n2 1 and co, . . . , C,EB such that 
qoco~(c(cl; . . . . cn)=q 
and 
lh”(b)1>2lu,I 
for each bE B. 
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NOW choose positive integers j and t and dl, . . . , dj, dj+l, . . . , dj+tEB such that 
P’(d,; . . . . dj) and F”‘(d,; . . . . dj+,) have a common suffix of length 1~~1. We can 
choose t < 1 u1 I. Denote the common suffix by U. Clearly, u is a conjugate of u1 . Now, 
for every bl, . . . , b,, b;, . . . , b:EB, there exist proper prefixes u’ and u” of u such that 
and 
/i(“+“(b,; . . . . b,)eu*u’ 
@“+j+‘)(b;; . . . . b;)a*u”. 
Because 
c,K(c~; ...; c,; d,; ee.; dj; bl ) . . . ; b,; b;; . . . . b;)EL 
and 
~,C,~(C(C,; ...; c,; d,; ...; dj; bl; .,.; b,; b;; ...; b;) 
=qh”““(d;; ...; dj)~‘+j’(bl; . . . . b,)h7”“+“(b;; . . . . b;) 
= qh7”‘(dl, . . . ; dj)umu’um’u” 
for some m, m’ 2 2, necessarily U’U equals UU’. Because a primitive word equals none of 
its nontrivial conjugates, u’= h. Hence, for every bl, . . . , b,EB, there exists a positive 
integer s(b,, . . . , b,) such that 
@“(b,; ... ; bt)=US@‘. . . sbt) (7) 
where r=n+j. Furthermore, there exists a positive integer s>2 such that 
h’(u)=2 and t<lul. (8) 
We now suppose that G = (2, h, B) is a given growing ImDOL system and proceed to 
decide whether or not L(G) is regular. 
First, choose bgB and decide whether or not 
h(b)h”(b)h3(b) . . . 
is ultimately periodic. This is an instance of the decidable DOL periodicity problem 
(see [7,20]). If the answer is negative, L(G) is not regular. Otherwise, we find 
effectively words vi, QEC* such that 
h(b)h2(b)h3(b) . . . =vlu$’ 
and v2 is primitive. Next, we decide whether or not there exist integers r, t, s and 
a primitive word u such that (7) and (8) hold. If u exists, it is a conjugate of u2. If 
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t exists, we have t Q I u2 1. Given u and t, the existence of I can be decided, for example, 
by results concerning existential spectra of DOL languages (see [21, p. 521). 
Suppose now that Y, c, s and u are found such that (7) and (8) hold. Denote by N the 
number system with base s and digits s(bl, . . . , b,), bl, . . . , ~,EB. Then we effectively 
obtain for L an expression of the form 
L=FuU wi(UPIpES(N)}, 
iel 
where F is a finite language, I is a finite set, WiEC* and U~E{U, h(u), . . . , h’-‘(u)} (ill). 
By Lemma 2.4, S(N) is s-recognizable. Note that, given an integer k (1 <k < t - l), 
there exists a conjugate rYi of u and a positive integer k’ such that hk(u)=tik’. Now 
define, for each conjugate U of U, the language L(U) as the set of the words of L which 
have suffix U. L is regular if and only if each L(6) is regular. It is easy to express L(U) in 
the form 
L(ti)=F’u IJ W> {Up 1 BEAj}, 
jsJ 
where F’ is a finite language, J is a finite set, w$C* and each Aj is s-recognizable. 
Furthermore, ifjl #j2, the word wi, is not a prefix of w&. It is clear that L(C) is regular 
if and only if each Aj is an ultimately periodic set of integers. This can be decided by 
[lo]. q 
Theorem 6.2. Given a growing ImDOL system G=(C, h, B), it is decidable whether or 
not L,(G) is o-regular. 
Proof. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we see that o-regularity of 
L,(G) implies the existence of positive integers r, t, s and a primitive word u such that 
(7) and (8) hold. (Instead of the finite deterministic automaton, we now consider the 
Muller automaton recognizing L,(G).) L,(G) is o-regular if and only if such r, t, s and 
u exist. Their existence can be decided as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 0 
Suppose G=(C, h, B) is an ImDOL system with B= {b}, where beC+. Clearly, 
L,(G) is o-regular if and only if the o-word 
h(b)h2(b)h3(b) . . . 
is ultimately periodic. Hence, the decision problem considered in Theorem 6.2 is 
a generalization of the DOL periodicity problem. 
The proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 imply that if the language generated by 
a growing ImDOL system G is regular, then L,(G) is w-regular. The converse does not 
hold in general. Indeed, if G=( {a>, h, (a}), w h ere h is defined by h(a)=a’, L,(G) is 
o-regular whereas L(G) is not regular. The proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 also imply 
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that the subword complexity of a regular or w-regular growing ImDOL language is 
bounded by a constant. 
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